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 The need for tactical arrival sequencing  
 Setting up the basics 
◦ Inter-arrival spacing 
◦ Standard time intervals 
◦ Effects of wind 

 Setting the sequence and communicating to ATC 
Sectors 
◦ Sequencing horizon 
◦ Compression in the sequence 

 Advanced tools 
◦ Standalone AMAN 
◦ Fully Integrated AMAN 

 Hong Kong case study 
 

 



 Delay generally left to Approach controller to 
absorb through aggressive vectoring/late 
speed control 

 Inefficient from a/c operating perspective 

 Lack of predictability for pilots ► reduced 
confidence for controller ►reduced 
movement rate 

 May lead to unstable approach and 
subsequent MAP 

 High R/T loading for ATC and aircrew 

 

 





 What average final spacing is required? 
◦ Segregated or mixed-mode ops? 
◦ Cat II/III ops? 
◦ Other operational reasons? 

 What hourly arrival rate will that achieve 
based on aerodrome conditions? i.e. what will 
the landing interval (time) be? 
◦ Rule of thumb – 25 secs per mile for the last 5 

miles in still air 
◦ Strong headwind on final can cause a significant 

increase in landing interval (every 5 kts may cause a 
loss of 1 arrival per hour) 

 
 
 



 Standard time intervals and wind 
◦ Determine nil-wind time intervals to touchdown 

from appropriate arrival fixes, including holding 
stacks 

◦ Determine the effects of wind on standard times 

 Rule of thumb: Each additional 20kt headwind adds 
approx 1 minute from TOD 
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 Decide the sequencing “horizon” 
◦ Ideally, as far as possible but prior to TOD point 

highly desirable 

◦ Should encompass all aircraft with untouched 
landing times determined i.e. don’t set the 
sequence too early, while there is still uncertainty 
about a large % of aircraft 
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 Simple miles-in-trail may be specified for long 
periods of operation in less busy environments 

 In busier situations, gate times/stack departure 
times can be annotated on flight strips for 
controller reference- high workload for FLC 

 Passing verbal flow instructions often impossible 
in complex environment  

 Electronic AMAN displays can portray sequence 
pattern as well as continuously updated times if 
HMI is adapted correctly 

 Fully integrated AMAN information can be 
displayed directly in the data block  



 The need for compression in a continuous 
sequence 

 Managing the compression safely 
◦ Published speed limit points 

◦ Airspace structure to match profile 

 

 

 

 

 



 Determination of average final spacing in 
terms of time (HK~105 seconds) 

 Subsequent spacing between consecutive 
flights should equate to this time regardless 
where measured 

 Speed limit points and IAS should match 
procedure hand-off requirements between 
Sectors 
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Development of Tactical 
Arrival Flow Control in 

 Hong Kong  
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 APP COO: Amongst other duties, determine the 
arrival demand from 2 “gates” into the APP 
sector, and pass to Terminal controllers in the 
form of Miles-in-trail e.g. 20/20, 15/30 etc 

 No tools provided apart from Situation Display 
and “Mk I eyeball” 

 Overall level of delay was not determined and no 
holding stack departure times (rarely needed) 
were calculated 

 By 2005, traffic demand began to exceed 
capacity on a regular basis causing a significant 
level of unspecified delay 

 



 Simple to apply in low-moderate traffic 

 Use of in-trail spacing from multiple feeds 
prone to either wastage or oversupply on 
occasion 

 Needs constant updating as traffic 
distribution varies 

 Difficult to judge in strong wind conditions- 
almost unbelievable difference sometimes 



 Dedicated Flow Controller (FLC) position 
implemented 

 “Untouched landing times” determined for each 
flight to finalize a landing order 

 Target Landing times assigned to each flight and 
delay determined. Holding advisory given to 
Terminal controller if delay > 6 minutes 

 Simple tools, starting with “Flow Times” sheet, 
then landing time software introduced to assist 
with the calculation. FLC used paper strips  

 2-minute sequence (ie 30 arrivals per hour) used 
to simplify calculation 

 First-come-first-served basis only 
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 Stand-alone AMAN implemented 
 3 feeds to APP 
 Optimized sequence to produce minimum 

overall delay (not necessarily FCFS) 
 Arrival “gate” times displayed at Terminal 

controller working positions 
 Initially interpreted to in-trail spacing by FLC 
 Now TMCs follow times as displayed without 

coordination- tolerance ±1 minute 
 Standalone AMAN still “guessing” what track 

adjustments are being made   
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 AMAN is a Decision Support Tool 

 The system performs tasks that a Manual 
Flow Controller would do with paper strips 
within predefined parameters 
◦ Same limitations as Manual flow wrt sequencing 

horizon- AMAN cannot create a final sequence if 
it cannot see the aircraft on radar and determine 
the landing time  

 FIR entry points with short arrival times 

 Nearby Airports can be pre-sequenced to “reserve’ a 
slot e.g. ZGOW, ZGSZ 
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 AMAN fully integrated with new ATMS 

 Sharing trajectory information with FDPS 

 AMAN information integrated into Aircraft 
Datablock to maintain heads-up operation 
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